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Why are some microbes more ubiquitous than others?
Predicting the habitat breadth of soil bacteria
Abstract
Identifying the traits that determine spatial distributions can be challenging when studying organisms, like bacteria, for which phenotypic information is limited or non-existent. However, genomic
data provide another means to infer traits and determine the ecological attributes that account for
differences in distributions. We determined the spatial distributions of ~124 000 soil bacterial taxa
across a 3.41 km2 area to determine whether we could use phylogeny and/or genomic traits to
explain differences in habitat breadth. We found that occupancy was strongly correlated with
environmental range; taxa that were more ubiquitous were found across a broader range of soil
conditions. Across the ~500 taxa for which genomic information was available, genomic traits
were more useful than phylogeny alone in explaining the variation in habitat breadth; bacteria
with larger genomes and more metabolic versatility were more likely to have larger environmental
and geographical distributions. Just as trait-based approaches have proven to be so useful for
understanding the distributions of animals and plants, we demonstrate that we can use genomic
information to infer microbial traits that are difficult to measure directly and build trait-based
predictions of the biogeographical patterns exhibited by microbes.
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INTRODUCTION

Like plants and animals, not all microbial taxa are found
everywhere. Some microbial taxa can thrive, or at least
tolerate, a broad range of environmental conditions and are
more likely to be ubiquitous. In contrast, other taxa can only
persist under a very specific set of environmental conditions
and subsequently have far more restricted ranges and a high
degree of endemicity. However, the factors that explain these
differences in environmental and/or geographical distributions
across microbial taxa remain unresolved. These types of
questions have been asked for decades by ecologists seeking to
understand which ecological, phylogenetic, or life-history attributes lead to some plant and animal taxa having larger distributions than others (Brown et al. 1996). The answers to these
questions often remain elusive and dependent on the taxon in
question, with recent work highlighting that the factors determining range size are often not well understood even for those
organisms that have been well-studied (Lester et al. 2007).
In general, two factors might explain variation in geographical distributions across different taxa: shared evolutionary
history or shared functional traits. Although these two factors
are not necessarily independent (Losos 2008), we can
determine the relative importance of each factor in predicting
an ecological attribute of interest. If evolutionary history is
more important, we would expect closely related taxa to have
more similar distributions. We know from research on plants
and animals that evolutionary history is often not a good predictor of observed differences in range sizes given that range
size can vary considerably between closely related plant and
animal species (Brown et al. 1996; Webb & Gaston 2003). We

do not know if this holds true for bacteria where evolutionary
history may be more useful for predicting bacterial distributions given that some key ecological attributes appear to be
conserved across major bacterial lineages (e.g. Philippot et al.
2010). However, we would expect that the decoupling of ecological attributes from phylogeny to be more conspicuous in
microbes for several reasons. First, since the domain Bacteria
comprises high levels of phylogenetic diversity, taxa within the
same genus or family may have very different ecological roles.
Evolutionary processes have generated a remarkable amount
of bacterial metabolic and functional diversity and thus, many
optimal ecological strategies exist that could lead to some bacteria having larger environmental and geographical distributions than other bacteria. Second, microbes can rapidly gain
and lose genes via horizontal gene transfer, thus introducing
genetic connections among distantly related taxa (Cordero &
Hogeweg 2009) and promoting a high degree of functional
plasticity or functional convergence in disparate lineages
(Tettelin et al. 2008).
Functional traits provide an alternative explanation for the
variation in environmental and geographical breadth across
taxa. Taxa that share similar range sizes may not have shared
evolutionary histories, but they could share similar functional
traits. Such functional trait-based explanations have been
widely used by ecologists to identify the phenotypic characteristics of organisms that predict distribution patterns (McGill
et al. 2006). For example, while dispersal ability is often
claimed to be the main determinant of a species’ range (Brown
et al. 1996; Lester et al. 2007), other traits like body size or
fecundity have also been shown to influence range size (Laube
et al. 2013). Such trait-based approaches are less frequently
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applied to microbial communities because their phenotypic
characteristics often remain undetermined, but recent work has
demonstrated how a trait-based framework can be used to
understand bacterial community assembly (e.g. Burke et al.
2011; Barberan et al. 2012) and to explain shifts in microbial
community composition across environmental gradients
(Edwards et al. 2013). To apply a trait-based perspective to
complex microbial communities, one must first identify which
traits to investigate and how the relevant traits can be measured. These tasks are arguably far more difficult to do with
microbes than with plants or animals for several reasons. First,
sampling individual microorganisms to estimate intraspecific
trait variation is often not feasible, particularly in environments
like soil where cells cannot be readily separated from the surrounding matrix. For example, even simple traits like cell size
are difficult to measure for individual cells of a given soil microbial taxon (Portillo et al. 2013). Moreover, measuring traits of
uncultured microorganisms is also a challenging task given their
extraordinary phenotypic diversity and the preponderance of
novel metabolic pathways. Even for the small minority of
microbial taxa that can be readily cultured and studied in the
lab, the phenotypic traits they exhibit in culture may bear little
resemblance to the traits they exhibit when growing in the environment (Lennon et al. 2012). Perhaps most importantly,
microbial ecologists often lack a fundamental understanding of
which characteristics or specific traits are most strongly linked
to the performance of microbes (Green et al. 2008). Unlike
plants, where a handful of leaf traits have proven useful for
describing their ecological strategies (Wright et al. 2004), we
often do not know what traits are important in differentiating
microbial taxa or how to effectively measure those traits.
Genomic information provides a tractable starting point for
identifying and quantifying relevant ecological traits of microorganisms when phenotypic information is missing. As some
genomic traits are shared across the entire tree of life, they
can be used to understand the trade-offs associated with particular strategies that contribute to eco-evolutionary adaptation (Gudelj et al. 2010; Verberk et al. 2013). Recent studies
with microbial communities have shown a closer relationship
between ecology and genomic functional potential than
between ecology and phylogeny (Burke et al. 2011; Barber
an
et al. 2012). Furthermore, there are associations between
genomic traits and general microbial lifestyles (Garcia et al.
2008), trophic strategies in marine bacteria (Lauro et al.
2009), microbial growth rates (Vieira-Silva & Rocha 2010)
and the successional status of human gut symbionts (Lozupone et al. 2012).
Here we investigated how information on phylogeny or
traits (inferred from genomic data) can be used to explain
the degree of ubiquity (i.e. habitat breadth) of microbial taxa
living in soil, an environment which houses large amounts of
novel and understudied microbial diversity (Torsvik et al.
1990; Fierer et al. 2007). To do so, we collected 596 soil
samples from a 3.41-km2 landscape (Central Park in New
York City) and deeply sequenced a portion of the 16S
rRNA gene to identify bacterial taxa and measured the
breadth of habitats across which each taxon could be found
(measured as occupancy and environmental range size). We
then matched the identified bacterial taxa to those with fully
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sequenced genomes to: (1) assess whether phylogenetic relatedness and/or genomic traits explain why some soil bacterial
taxa can persist in a wide range of soil habitats, while others
are far more restricted in their distributions; and (2) determine which genomic traits, if any, predict habitat breadth.
Given that the degree of similarity between genomes is not
independent from evolutionary history (Snel et al. 1999), we
constructed a model to (3) estimate how phylogenetic relatedness and genomic traits can together be used to predict
the environmental and geographical distribution of soil
microorganisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data set, sampling and molecular analyses

Central Park (New York City, USA) was established in 1857
and is a 3.41 km2, 0.80 km wide by 4.02 km long, urban
park. The park is a useful site for our examination of microbial environmental and geographical breadth given that it has
clearly defined boundaries yet the landscape within the urban
park is highly heterogeneous, ranging from large lawns to
dense forests. Although climatic conditions are essentially
invariant across Central Park, soil edaphic characteristics are
highly variable (Fig. S1). For example, soil pH values across
Central Park range from 3.86 to 8.35, organic carbon concentrations (C) range from 1.19 mg g 1 soil to 139.1 mg g 1 soil
and organic nitrogen concentrations (N) range from
0.06 mg g 1 soil to 4.91 mg g 1 soil, ranges in soil edaphic
characteristics that match ranges observed across a broad
array of soil types collected from across North and South
America (Fierer & Jackson 2006).
We collected soils from 596 locations within the park with a
sample collected nearly every 50 m2 of land surface across the
entire park. At each of the 596 sampling locations, four soil
cores (2.54 cm diameter by 5 cm depth) were composited
together to yield one soil sample per sampling location. Genomic DNA was extracted using the MoBio PowerSoil DNA
extraction kit as described previously (Fierer et al. 2012) with
the DNA from each soil sample amplified and sequenced on
an Illumina HiSeq2000 following standard protocols
(Caporaso et al. 2012). The V4–V5 region of the 16S rRNA
gene was amplified in triplicate using the F515 and R806 primer set. This primer set has few biases against specific taxa
(Walters et al. 2011) and the sequenced gene region has been
shown to provide accurate taxonomic and phylogenetic information for bacteria (Liu et al. 2007).
16S rRNA gene analyses

The raw sequence data were processed using the UPARSE pipeline (Edgar 2013). Sequences were truncated to 150 bp and
quality filtered sequences were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) using the consensus ≥97% 16S rRNA gene
identity as a threshold, and unique sequences (i.e. singletons)
were removed. Taxonomic assignment was carried out with the
Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) classifier (Wang et al.
2007) against the March 2013 version of the Greengenes reference database (McDonald et al. 2012). As raw counts can vary
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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by orders of magnitude from the same sequencing run, communities were rarefied to 40 000 sequences per sample yielding a
total of ~124 000 bacterial OTUs identified across the park. We
calculated the occupancy (i.e. the number of sites out of 596
where a particular OTU was found) and the environmental
range (i.e. the average of the range in soil edaphic factors
reported in Fig. S1 standardised from 0 to 1) for each OTU.
Matching 16S rRNA genes to sequenced genomes

For most of the ~124 000 bacterial OTUs, no genomic information was available as there were no closely related taxa for
which whole-genome sequence data are available. However,
some of these OTUs were closely related to representatives with
sequenced bacterial genomes. To identify those OTUs for
which genomic information was available to determine genomic
traits, we matched the 16S rRNA representative sequences from
Central Park soils against a subset of the Ribosomal Database
Project (RDP; Cole et al. 2009) derived from representatives of
sequenced bacterial genomes (~2000 complete 16S rRNA genes)
using UCLUST (Edgar 2010) at ≥ 99% identity (i.e. allowing
just one base mismatch between subject and query sequences).
For all the OTUs and for that subset of OTUs for which
genomic information was available, the range of mean abundances, the range in occupancy levels and the relationship
between abundance and occupancy were very similar (Fig. S2)
indicating that the OTUs for which we had genomic trait data
did not represent a biased subset of taxa as far as the variation
in environmental and geographical distribution was concerned.
For the ~500 OTUs for which genomic information was
available, we determined structural genomic characteristics
(genome size, number of genes, guanine-cytosine (G+C) content, number of rRNA genes, % of coding DNA sequence, %
of signal peptides, % of transmembrane proteins) and the
abundance of different protein families’ functional domains
(~8000 Pfam domains in total; Finn et al. 2008) by downloading this information from the Integrated Microbial Genomes
(IMG) database (Markowitz et al. 2012).
Phylogenetic analyses

To infer the evolutionary relationships between the ~124 000
OTUs identified from Central Park and the ~500 OTUs for
which genomic information was available, we aligned the 16S
rRNA gene sequences using PyNAST (Caporaso et al. 2010)
with the Greengenes database (McDonald et al. 2012) as a
template. The resulting multiple sequence alignment was
subsequently trimmed to remove non-informative positions
(i.e. positions which are gaps in every sequence). Phylogenies
were reconstructed with the FastTree approximate maximumlikelihood algorithm (Price et al. 2010) using the mid-point
method for rooting.
Functional (genomic) analyses

To identify which protein families (Pfam) tended to be over- or
under-represented in genomes that had larger occupancy (more
ubiquitous taxa) compared to those taxa with smaller range
sizes, we used Mann–Whitney tests corrected for multiple
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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comparisons by False Discovery Rate (FDR; Benjamini &
Hochberg 1995). Pfam domains were mapped to KEGG
(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) Orthology (KO)
pathway groups, and then the KO pathways were grouped into
more general functional categories using the BRITE hierarchy
(Kanehisa et al. 2012). As the same Pfam domain can match
several KO pathways, we used MinPath to yield a more conservative estimation of the biological pathways present (Ye &
Doak 2009). Given a set of protein domains (Pfam) that can be
mapped to one or more pathways (KO), the MinPath parsimony algorithm attempts to find the minimum number of pathways that can explain the presence of all protein domains.
Path model

We explored the relationships between evolutionary history
(phylogenetic relatedness), genomic traits and habitat breadth
(occupancy and environmental range) using Partial Least
Squares Path Modeling (PLS-PM). PLS-PM is a statistical
method for studying cause and effect relationships among
observed and latent variables, and is particularly useful when a
theoretical understanding of the relationships between variables
is scarce because it does not impose any distributional assumption (Tenenhaus et al. 2005). Since PLS-PM does not rely on
any distributional assumptions, we ran the path model using
1000 bootstraps to validate the estimates of path coefficients
and the coefficients of determination (R2). Path coefficients (i.e.
standardised partial regression coefficients) represent the direction and strength of the linear relationships between variables
(direct effects). Indirect effects are the multiplied path coefficients between a predictor and a response variable, adding the
product of all possible paths excluding the direct effect.
We selected observed variables based on collinearity and predictability power. Five latent variables were used: phylogeny
(the first two non-metric multidimensional axes of the cophenetic matrix derived from the phylogenetic tree constructed
from complete sequences of 16S rRNA genes of sequenced
genomes), functional potential (the number of different Pfam
domains and the first non-metric multidimensional axis of the
Pfam domain categories table), genome structure (genome size,
% G+C content, % coding DNA sequence and % signal
peptides), genomic traits (a combination of the first principal
component analysis score for functional potential and genomic
structure) and habitat breadth (occupancy and environmental
range). Models with different structures were evaluated using
the Goodness of Fit (GoF) statistic, a measure of their overall
predictive power. The R package plspm (Sanchez & Trinchera
2012) was used to construct the model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Environmental range size correlates with occupancy

We observed a strong correlation between occupancy (the
number of sites where a taxon is present) and environmental
range (the breadth of environmental conditions where a taxon
is present). This correlation between occupancy and environmental range was observed when we considered all of the
OTUs (Spearman’s q = 0.95, P < 0.0001) or just the subset of
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OTUs for which genomic information was available (q = 0.97,
P < 0.0001; Fig. 1). Essentially, those bacterial taxa that were
found in more samples were also those taxa that persisted
under a wider range of soil environmental conditions. For
smaller organisms like bacteria, geographical range size can
be more difficult to measure than the range sizes of plants
and animals (Brown et al. 1996; Slatyer et al. 2013) given that
it is often difficult to know the appropriate spatial scale(s) to
sample and because the high diversity of bacterial communities make it difficult to determine whether a given taxon is
truly absent from a sample. Nevertheless, given the close correspondence between occupancy and environmental range in
our data, we can assume that occupancy is a reasonable proxy
for habitat breadth (i.e. how generalised or specialised a biological entity is in its habitat requirements).
Evolutionary history cannot explain differences in occupancy

For both total OTUs and those OTUs with sequenced genomes, occupancy showed a similar highly skewed distribution with relatively few taxa present in most of the sites
(Fig. 2a). For example, only 2% of all OTUs were found in
>300 of the 596 soils that were collected from Central Park
and 58% of all OTUs were restricted in their distribution (i.e.
defined as being found in <10 of the soils). The differences
observed in the distribution of occupancy values between all
OTUs and for those with sequenced genomes (Fig. 2a) were
likely a product of differences in sample size (~124 000 and
~500 respectively) rather than any underlying ecological process. Given these patterns, we then set out to determine why
some taxa were found across a broader set of environmental
conditions than other taxa. We started by determining if evo-

(a)

lutionary patterns can explain the occupancy patterns shown
in Fig. 2a. We expected that evolutionary history, expressed
as phylogenetic relatedness, may explain differences in habitat
breadth for soil bacteria because general ecological attributes
are often conserved across major bacterial lineages (Fierer
et al. 2007; Philippot et al. 2010). However, we did not
observe any relationship between 16S rRNA phylogenetic distance and pairwise differences in occupancy for all OTUs and
for that subset of OTUs with sequenced genomes (Mantel’s
rM = 0.05 in both cases; Fig. 2b and c respectively). Furthermore, the non-association between phylogeny and occupancy
is evident from the observation that OTUs affiliated with a
given phylum typically had a wide range of occupancy values
(Fig. 2a). Thus, we can conclude that phylogenetic relatedness, by itself, is not a good predictor of habitat breadth,
despite expectations that environmental conditions may limit
the types of microorganisms that inhabit a certain soil habitat
(Fierer et al. 2007) and that some bacterial phyla have conserved ecological features (Philippot et al. 2010).
For plants and animals, geographical range sizes can vary
considerably between closely related species (Brown et al.
1996), even though those morphological, physiological or
life-history traits that might determine range size tend to be
phylogenetically conserved (Webb & Gaston 2003). For
microorganisms, this decoupling might be more prominent
due to their high phylogenetic and metabolic diversity, and
their high degree of functional plasticity (Tettelin et al.
2008). In addition, those ecological attributes that do tend to
be conserved within bacterial phyla (e.g. oxygenic photosynthesis or methanogenesis; Martiny et al. 2013) may not necessarily be relevant for predicting occupancy patterns. Given
that phylogeny does not help us predict occupancy patterns,

(b)

Figure 1 Correlation between occupancy and environmental range (where environmental range is calculated as the average of the range in soil edaphic
factors standardised from 0 to 1) for the ~124 000 OTUs (a) and for that subset of OTUs (~500) for which genomic information was available (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 Distribution of occupancy for the total number of OTUs (in red) and the subset of sequences that matched sequenced bacterial genomes (in blue)
(a). Relationship between 16S rRNA phylogenetic distance and pairwise differences in occupancy for all of the OTUs in red (b), and for that subset of
OTUs for which genomic information was available in blue (c). Note that the range of phylogenetic distances for all of the OTUs is larger than for that
subset of OTUs for which genome sequence data were available.

we then asked if we could use functional traits (gleaned from
genomic information) to better explain the differences in
habitat breadth.
Genomic traits can partially explain differences in occupancy

We hypothesised that habitat breadth of individual bacterial
taxa would be better predicted by incorporating information on
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

genomic traits instead of phylogeny alone, a poor predictor of
range size (Fig. 2). Recent studies on microbial communities
have shown that genomic functional potential rather than taxonomic composition tends to correlate better with biogeographical patterns (Burke et al. 2011; Barber
an et al. 2012). For
example, Barber
an et al. (2012) showed that 16S rRNA genebased taxonomic community structure failed to differentiate
among marine habitats, while community patterns based on
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genomic traits could better discriminate among those habitats.
Just as trait-based analyses have been used by plant and animal
ecologists to predict distribution patterns that are not wellexplained by taxonomy or phylogeny alone (e.g. Laube et al.
2013), we hypothesised that genomic traits could be used to predict why some soil bacteria are more ubiquitous than others.
We observed significant relationships between individual
genomic traits and occupancy (as one surrogate of habitat
breadth, Fig. 1). Genome size (a basic structural characteristic) and the number of different protein family (Pfam)
domains (a measure of the genomic functional richness) were
both positively correlated with occupancy (Fig. 3). That is,
bacteria with larger genomes and more metabolic and functional capabilities (both attributes that were highly co-correlated; q = 0.80, P < 0.0001) tended to occur across more of
the samples than bacteria with smaller genomes. For
microbes, genome size is a product of vertical inheritance,
horizontal gene transfer and gene duplications and losses
(Koonin & Wolf 2008). Thus, microbial genome size at least
partially reflects an adaptation to the external complexity
imposed by the organism’s lifestyle and ecology (Konstantinidis & Tiedje 2004). That is, organisms inhabiting variable,
heterogeneous environments, such as free-living microorganisms in soil, tend to have larger and more versatile genomes
than organisms thriving in a constant or more stable habitat,
such as parasites living inside a host (Guieysse & Wuertz
2012). In addition, larger genomes tend to be more susceptible
to horizontal gene transfer from distantly related organisms,
leading to the hypothesis that there is a correlation between
genome size and environmental heterogeneity: more diverse
communities living in complex environments increase the
demand for larger gene repertoires, which are expanded by
increased uptake of genes from phylogenetically distant organ-

Spearman’s ρ = 0.44, P < 0.0001 (b)

600 (a)

Occupancy (number of sites)

isms interacting in the same environment (Cordero &
Hogeweg 2009). Although this hypothesis has not yet been
validated, it is worth noting that many of the largest microbial genomes are from soil-associated microbes, including
Myxobacteria, Pseudomonas, Bradyrhizobium and Streptomyces
(Konstantinidis & Tiedje 2004), suggesting that environments
like soil with a high degree of phylogenetic diversity (Torsvik
et al. 1990) may select for organisms with larger genome sizes.
The presence of specific functional gene categories (based on
Pfam domains) was significantly correlated with different levels
of occupancy (Mann–Whitney test, P < 0.001 after FDR correction) (Fig. 4). For example, a number of protein families
were more common in those taxa with large range sizes, including the phosphotransferase enzyme involved in antibiotic resistance (PF01636; Fig. 4a), the conserved domain containing the
catalytic phosphorylation function of protein kinases
(PF00069; Fig. 4b), the cytochrome P450 which catalyses the
oxidation of organic substance such as xenobiotics (PF00067;
Fig. 4c), and the transglycosylase domain found in secretion
systems (PF01464; Fig. 4d). Overall, we observed that the
functions present in more ubiquitous taxa tended to be involved
in a higher proportion of pathways related to amino acid
metabolism and xenobiotics biodegradation compared to the
pathways predicted by pooling all the analysed taxa together
(Fig. 4e, Figs S3 and S4 for the detailed cases of amino acid
and xenobiotics metabolism). These functional differences in
genome properties agree with our finding that ubiquitous soil
bacteria tended to have bigger and more versatile genomes
(Fig. 3). Konstantinidis & Tiedje (2004) showed that bacteria
with larger genomes preferentially accumulated regulatory and
secondary metabolism-related genes (Metabolism categories in
Fig. 4e), while being depleted in informational and DNA
metabolism-related genes (Genetic information categories in

Spearman’s ρ = 0.33, P < 0.0001
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Figure 3 Relationship between occupancy and the genomic traits of genome size (a) and number of different protein families (Pfam) domains (b).
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Figure 4 Differences in occupancy and the presence of different protein families (Pfam) domains: PF01636 (phosphotransferase) (a), PF00069 (protein
kinase) (b), PF00067 (cytochrome P450) (c) and PF01464 (transglycosylase) (d). Barplot of the different abundance of functional categories from genomes
with higher occupancy compared to all the analysed genomes pooled together (Mann–Whitney test; P < 0.001 after FDR correction) (e).

Fig. 4e). One explanation for this phenomenon is that larger
genomes might be more adaptive in heterogeneous, but
resource-scarce, environments like soil where the selection pressure for fast growth is relaxed and instead there is selection for
oligotrophs able to cope with environmental stress (Konstantinidis & Tiedje 2004; Guieysse & Wuertz 2012). We extend
their initial results and propose that larger, metabolically
diverse and informationally depleted genomes are particularly
common among those soil bacteria that are more ubiquitous
and have larger environmental range sizes.
Integrating phylogenetic and genomic trait information to predict
habitat breadth

As noted above, genomic traits were a far better predictor of
occupancy than phylogeny. However, these two factors are not
independent. The degree of similarity between genomes will
often be a function of the time since divergence from the common ancestor. Because gene content and many metabolic traits
are phylogenetically conserved (Snel et al. 1999; Martiny et al.
2013), it is not surprising that we also observed a significant
relationship between 16S rRNA phylogenetic distance and
functional distance based on the profile of protein families
(Pfam) domains (rM = 0.70, P < 0.001; Fig. S5). To better integrate these complex interrelationships, we constructed a partial
least squares path model (PLS-PM) relating phylogeny and
genomic traits to habitat breadth constructed from occupancy
and environmental range (Fig. 5). Path models allow us to
study cause and effect relationships among observed (indicators) and latent (constructs) variables (Tenenhaus et al. 2005).
Instead of focusing on single trait relationships, our path model
© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

approach used latent variables as combinations of related traits.
As highlighted in Verberk et al. (2013), environmental selection
does not act independently on single traits, but rather, on individuals within species possessing a combination of interacting
traits, and it is these combinations of traits that ultimately
define ecological and life-history strategies.
In our path model (Fig. 5), genomic traits were defined as a
composite of the latent variables genome structure (itself a
combination of genome size, G + C content, % of coding
DNA sequence, and % of signal peptides) and functional
potential (a combination of protein families richness and composition). Genomic traits had an important (0.43  0.03; Fig.
S6) direct effect on the latent variable habitat breadth (a composite of occupancy and environmental range). In addition,
genomic traits alone could explain 19  3% of the variation
in habitat breadth. Genomic structure had a larger indirect
effect (0.38  0.03) than functional potential (0.23  0.02) on
habitat breadth. We found an indirect effect (0.20  0.02) of
phylogeny on habitat breadth that was mediated by the genomic variables (Fig. 5). Thus, although phylogeny alone cannot
explain habitat breadth patterns, patterns of common ancestry
are often important for understanding how genomic traits are
constrained by evolutionary history (Snel et al. 1999; Martiny
et al. 2013). We acknowledge that the adaptive value of traits
is context dependent. Although genomic traits could
significantly explain differences in habitat breadth across soil
bacteria, this association might change across different environments. Furthermore, the set of explanatory traits might be
different in another habitat (e.g. marine systems) or if we
were to examine other ecological attributes besides habitat
breadth.
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Figure 5 Directed graph of the Partial Least Squares Path Model (PLS-PM). Observed (i.e. measured) variables are represented in a rectangular form, while
latent variables (i.e. constructs) are represented in an elliptical form. Indicated are the loadings (the correlations between a latent variable and its observed
variables), the path coefficients and the coefficients of determination (R2) calculated after 1000 bootstraps. Models with different structures were assessed
using the Goodness of Fit (GoF) statistic, a measure of the overall prediction performance. For the best model represented here, the GoF was 0.59.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

AUTHORSHIP
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